
QUEBRADA SIGNATURE CAKES
We have came up with what we find to be the best combinations of cakes, fillings and frostings.  

Each Signature Cake is complemented by signature decorations that our talented cake decorators  
have created to be both unique and elegant.

YELLOW GANACHE
Traditional yellow cake with  
chocolate ganache frosting,  
decorated with pastel sprinkles  
and candies.

BOSTON CREAM PIE
2 layers of yellow cake around a 

generous layer of vanilla pastry cream, 
frosted on top with chocolate ganache.

CLASSIC CHOCOLATE
Chocolate cake frosted with vanilla  

buttercream, and filled with both 
chocolate ganache & buttercream. 

Decorated with elegant white and dark 
chocolate squares. 

CHOCOLATE CREAM
Chocolate cake frosted with fresh 

whipped cream and filled with  
chocolate pastry cream. Topped with  

Hershey kisses.

LEMON CREAM
Traditional yellow cake with  

buttercream frosting and lemon curd 
 filling. Adorned with simple candy  

lemon slices.

CHOCOLATE COCONUT
Traditional chocolate cake frosted  

and filled with cream cheese frosting 
and coconut shavings.

TWO TONE LAYER
A layer of vanilla between two layers of 
chocolate, frosted with vanilla butter-

cream and filled with raspberry preserves 
and buttercream. Decorated with white 

and dark chocolate sticks and curls. 

CLASSIC CARROT
Carrot cake with traditional cream 

cheese frosting, complemented with 
walnut accents.

CHOCOLATE MOCHA
Chocolate cake with mocha  

buttercream frosting, and both 
chocolate ganache & mocha 

buttercream fillings. Finished with 
chocolate mocha bean accents.

CLASSIC YELLOW
Yellow cake frosted with vanilla  

buttercream, and filled with both 
raspberry preserves & buttercream. 

Decorated with elegant white and pink 
chocolate squares.

DOUBLE CHOCOLATE
Chocolate cake frosted and filled with 
chocolate ganache frosting, decorated 

with primary colored sprinkles  
and candies.

CHOCOLATE  
RASPBERRY TORTE

Three thin layers of rich chocolate cake 
with chocolate ganache frosting and 
raspberry preserve filling. Finished 
with chocolate dipped strawberries. 

STRAWBERRY 
Yellow cake with whipped cream 
 frosting; filled with fresh sliced 

strawberries and vanilla pastry cream. 
Finished with fresh glazed strawberries. 
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